



















Environmental Color Design for Local Development: considering the local 
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研究成果の概要（英文）：The purpose of this study is to propose of the control method of 
environmental color to extend each city’s features in consideration of Landscape Plan’s purpose. 
By collection analyses and evaluation experiments using simulations, we clarified that it is 
effective to use the method of color control with historical and context consideration, and to use 















































































































































































Table 2: Average Rank  
 (Which point is effective in developing features 
of the local area ?)  
Point Average 
Rank 
Building Color 1.8 
Building Height 3.3 
Building Shape 3.6 




Building layout 4.8 


























































































Fig.2 Acceptability for Fascia Colors of 
Different Chroma on Kyoto Buildings 
(主な発表論文等、雑誌論文④より引用改変) 
(a) Surface Area 1%, 10B 3/4 
(b) Surface Area 5%, 10R 6/4 
(a)Surface Area 1%, Value 5 
(b)Surface Area 5%, Value 5 



































Fig.3 Images Based on Gion Shinbashi、 









































































Fig.4 Acceptability of Advertising Fascia 
Based on Different Design and Color for 
Younger Age Group 
（主な発表論文等、雑誌論文③より引用） 
a. acceptability of different design 
b. acceptability of background color R  
c. acceptability of background color Y  
d. acceptability of background color B  






















































Fig.5 Acceptability of Advertising Fascia Based 


























































a. acceptability of different design 
b. acceptability of background color 
  
c. acceptability of background color Y  
d. acceptability of background color 
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